
ARTS1750 Notes for Exam 
 
Week 1 and 2  

• Know how development is conceptualized very generally  
o A multi and inter disciplinary of study 
o About reducing inequality and alleviating those in poverty  
o Puts individuals at focus level, creating strategies and theories to improve all lives 
o As much a process of providing services as of removing obstacles and giving freedom 

from all sorts of discrimination 
• Know the differences between an economic vs. human development approach to this 

definition 
o Economic development is a measure of a country wealth and how it is generated  
o Human development measures the access the population has to wealth, jobs, 

education, health – standard of living and quality of life, social aspect of 
development, expansion of people’s freedom to live long, healthy lives, to engage 
actively in shaping development equitably and sustainably on a share planet 

• You need to know some of the basic ways of HOW development is MEASURED and the 
pros and cons of measures.  

o If we want to know how a country is developing over time or in comparison to other 
countries, we need to find ways to measure change 

o According to world bank 2008 – available, accurate data will improve the quality of 
public and private decision making 

o Economic indicators – unemployment rate, inflation rate, GDP, GNP 
o Human development indicators – life expectancy, education, income, infant 

mortality  
 
Week 3 - Theorizing Change 

• You need to understand what all theories of development 'roughly' have in 
common.  What do they try to understand?   

o Frameworks that shape and underpin how we go about development à explaining 
rather describing  

o How we understand development to happen; a roadmap, a blueprint of what we do 
• Why do we even have theories?  What is their purpose? 

o Different theories give different answers à you might use the tools/arguments of a 
different theory to explain and analyze a situation 

o Helps us understand the link between context, assumptions, how we understand 
change  

• Where do theories come from (they are influenced by what?) 
o Shaped by our assumptions, state vs. dynamic, one dimensional vs. multi-

dimensional 
o Shaped by our narrow framing and draw on default assumptions and associations 
o Reflections of our ideological outlook, dominate ideas at the time, fundamentally a 

product of a time-period, knowledge available, important historic/political events of 
that time 

• Assumptions about change 
o Enlightenment à change happens in the minds of men, in their increasing insight 

into the world 
o Marxism à ultimate causes of all social change and political revolutions are to be 

sought in the mode of production and exchange  


